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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Citrix Engineer needs to configure Citrix StoreFront load balancing on NetScaler and forward
the Receiver system IP address.
What should the engineer type into the Client IP Header field on the service group Advanced
tab to accomplish this task?
A. Source-IP
B. Client-IP
C. X-forwarded-for
D. User-agent
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Is it possible to disable parallel processing for only one replication job configured to use the
Direct Data Transfer mode?
A. Yes, it is possible - but only if you configure replica seeding
B. No, parallel processing is only applicable to backup jobs
C. Yes, it is possible
D. No, parallel processing is a global setting
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference
https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/data_processing_modes.html?ver=95

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Opswork stack defined with Linux instances. You have executed a recipe, but the
execution has failed. What is one of the ways that you can use to diagnose what was the reason
why the recipe did not execute correctly.
A. Deregisterthe instance and check the EC2 Logs
B. Logintotheinstanceandcheckiftherecipewasproperlyconfigured.
C. UseAWS Config and check the Opswork logs to diagnose the error
D. UseAWS Cloudtrail and check the Opswork logs to diagnose the error
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The AWS Documentation mentions the following

If a recipe fails, the instance will end up in the setup_failed state instead of online. Even though
the instance is not online as far as AWS Ops Works Stacks is concerned, the CC2 instance is
running and it's often useful to log in to troubleshoot the issue. For example, you can check
whether an application or custom cookbook is correctly installed. The AWS Ops Works Stacks
built-in support for SSH and RDP login is available only for instances in the online state.
For more information on Opswork troubleshooting, please visit the below URL:
* http://docs.aws.amazon.com/opsworks/latest/userguide/troubleshoot-debug-login.htmI
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